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"Can you see this?! I can't believe it! According to the legend of the Venux, You will
be the Ace of Protectors. That means, You're the only hope to save our world, Ace of

Protectors."

There is a fantasy world called as the Venux. The Venux is a different-dimension world from the Earth. One day, 'Master', who
is only the god in the Venux, She recognized that devils were coming to destroy the Venux. But humans in the Venux didn't have

enough power to defend the Venux from devils. However, she also knew the legend of the Venux. According to the legend of
the Venux, there was a hero called as 'Ace of Protectors'. 'Ace of Protectors' will come back to the Venux to defend the Venux
from devils. People in the Venux don't know who Ace of Protectors is. But, certainly, Ace of Protectors will come back soon...

◆ Two characters to save the Venux world

- There are two characters to save the Venux. One is 'Estel', a man who's a special force member called 'specialist' in the Earth.
However, during doing one mission, he came to the Venux by unknown power. Another is 'Yuri', a girl who is an elite protector

in the Venux. She's leading all of protectors and protecting Master. You will control two characters.

◆ A hero to save the Venux.

- Devils are coming to destroy the Venux! They are trying to revive their lord, 'Dark Lord'. The Venux will be in danger when
he revives. However, According to the legend of the Venux, there was a hero who was called as 'Ace of Protectors', and was
died with the Dark Lord long time ago. The legend says, Ace of Protectors will come back when the Venux is in danger. But

anyone don't know who they are. Only one thing is certain, Ace of Protectors is coming back to the Venux...

◆ The Venux world is with you.

- There are 40+ side quests and 50+ gears for each of your characters. Craft special gears! Special Gears are much stronger than
Normal gears. Don't forget to help your friends! By clearing your friends' quests, you'll get rewards and special access to craft

special gears and your friends will like you. When they start to like you, they may give special gifts to you!
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◆ Levels, stats, and Skills to make you stronger.

- Your characters must be stronger than now to fight devils. Take down your enemies, craft special gears, help your friends, and
use your skills. Do your best to save the Venux. Experience you earn will make your characters get more power.

◆ Save and load your journey.

- You are able to save and load your journey. Steam Cloud lets you save and load your data easily wherever you are. Keep your
progress.

Also Steam Cloud supports Cross-Platform Clouding like from Windows to Mac OS X.

◆ Intels, Steam Achievements, and Steam Trading Cards.

- Collect Intels which help you to understand the game. There are many achievements for you. Try to achieve them and get
special rewards. 'Ace of Protectors' supports both Steam Achievements and Steam Trading Cards!

◆ 'Ace of Protectors' supports gamepad controllers.

- You can enjoy 'Ace of Protectors' by using gamepad controllers! X-input based controllers like Steam Controller and X-Box
Controller are available to use.
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Title: Ace of Protectors
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
xPathfinder
Publisher:
xPathfinder Games
Release Date: 27 Jun, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista / 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.0 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics Cards supporting 1024x768 resolution

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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When you want to compare your CPU against something else, this offers a ton statistics on how other processors stack against
what you're using.. very good game .and the best battle system i have seen yet .to bad AGEOD games don't have it
. Pixel Art: 3.5/5 (Perfectly retro)
Immersion: 3.5/5 (Love/Hate desire to play on)
Gameplay: 3.5/5 (Classic platform, with twists)
Controls: 4/5 (Must get used to jump)
Value: 3.5/5
Difficulty: 4/5 (Tough as nails ;) but infinite continues :P
--------------
Overall 3.6 (Difficulty always excluded)

Please follow my Pixel Art Curation to discover other great games...

A pixelated platformer throw back to the hard old days of Ghost 'n Goblins, but with more tight & smooth controls!

You will hate yourself for playing this game, unless you really enjoy the challenge of playing the hardest of platformers.

That being said, I completely recommend this game for the HARDCORE or simply curious ;)

Great classic pixel art with more color and depth than its inspiration, deeper story, great level design and challenging bosses!

ACHIEVEMENTS: Ouch! For 100% you have to...No continue...multiple endings...speedrun...etc. GOOD LUCK! ;)

. Eh you're better off playing one of the classics like Streets of Rage or Final Fight. The game's inputs are crazy imprecise, and
the bindings for attack keys don't really have any forsight and trip over eachother leading to failed hits \/ inputs. I'd leave this
one on the shelf, it's just not polished enough.. Great game to pass time. The game is really fun and it really feels like a Serious
Sam game, even though it's a top - down twin stick shooter. The gameplay is fast paced, fluid and responsive - exactly how you
would expect it to be from a team that comes from the Croteam incubator.. The end of Running Man 3D left us with a spoiler
that they are adding more levels soon and boy howdy did they, in an entirely new game for .89 cents. Deal of a lifetime if i do
say so myself. Anyways, the game is just like the first, with level 6 copied over exactly.(who doesn't want more of level 6, am i
right?) The game has louder rave music, more textures to hurt your eyes, more moving platforms, and more Cheeto sized
platforms for you to fail on. As mentioned in my review of the first, if you are having a good day and want to turn that around,
play this game -- but this time you get an added incentive of developing epilepsy. Worth every penny, highly recommended..
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Easy way to get a lot of achievements. I first became aware of this novel by watching it streamed on Twitch. I was hooked from
the begining . It hooks you instantly as the soldier gets shot . There is some intrigue and humor sprinkled throughout . Please
dont dismiss this review because I only have a little playtime on it . Im playing it again after watching Zaxtor99 doing it on
Twitch. I would recomend this whole heartedly . I love the characters each in thier own way and really there are no good guys or
bad guys in this it is all how you decide to go kind of like a choose your own adventure book from when I was a kid . I would
recomend 10 out of 10
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I've played many construction simulation games. This is the first one that is a great balance of simulation and arcade-like fun.
The reason for playing construction games is because my sons love construction trucks. The other simulators are tedious and
time consuming (partly because its simulation-focused). Demo and Build 2017 is the first game where the kids are engaged
throughout the game play.

A few things I'm (and my sons) are looking forward to is to have more vehicles and attachments/extensions for those vehicles.
For me, it would be great if they added a gamepad (xbox controller) support.

Overall, this is a fun construction game. Great for adults and kids.. Very rough. I thought this was early access when I bought it,
it looks and plays like a bad pre-alpha, but I guess this is just how the game is. After the 3rd time I launched the game trying to
continue my save would just kick me back to the menu, and I could not bear to do all the intro again so I refunded the game.
So the first thing I noticed was the loading screens, naturally. There is an image showing what certain keys do, and it is
hilariously obvious that it's an image of a keyboard with most of the outline still there from when the dev used the magic wand
tool. Not a great first impression, even for early access. Identical artifacting also shows up on the ingame popup telling you the
controls.
Next up, for me at least, there was essentially no sound. What I mean by essentially no sound is: No music at all, No ambient
sounds (there was a single loop of birdsong but nothing else), Limited attack sounds (The bow makes a slight noise only when
you fire it but it's very quiet even with headphones, and why you would be wearing headphones to play a game with no sound I
don't know), Little of anything audio-wise to distract from the rest of the game. Certainly not dialogue, since the majority of
dialogue takes place as coloured text on a solid black screen, which the game awkwardly cuts to anytime characters talk. The
text is clunky but not to the point of being broken English, which is a plus, however there are multiple misspelled words and
random words formatted with s\/l\/ashes in them like so or words that begin with \/r\/n in front of them, Etc. (presumably
actually part of the code which was improperly formatted) And some lines of text, not spoken by spanish characters mind you,
were randomly in spanish. The text hangs onscreen for a long time regardless of length, with no way to skip or speed it up, so a
single word sentence will sit onscreen for a good 7 seconds or so as you wait for something to happen.
The combat is awkward, with the bow having little feedback or weight to it, especially with the limited audio feedback. The
tutorial requires you to shoot 3 stationary coconuts, and this really shows off how often the arrows don't register, with the last
coconut in particular having about 6 arrows in it before the game counted it as "hit" When shooting at moving enemies you
might as well just close your eyes and fire randomly, I guarantee it will have the same effect.
The graphics and textures are not great, but they are not bad enough to take away from the game if it was good. Since it's not
they are basically just the most competent thing. All of the characters I saw share the same two models, one male and one
female, so I'm not gonna say this is an asset flip since I haven't checked, but it seems quite likely. The male models all have flat
ken doll genitals too, which is especially funny since one, the loincloth they wear covers none of their actual crotch for some
reason and two, all the women have exposed breasts so the game is clearly not concerned with modesty. Not that important
really, just a little thing I noticed and found funny.
The most annoying thing for me overall was the movement. The default walk is the kind of thing another game would use to tell
you that your character is about to die: limping and shuffling along so slowly to the point that you might as well just have run as
the default and not even include a walk. You can run, of course, by holding down shift, however this has it's own issue. Probably
the only thing I found genuinely entertaining in this game is the running. Since you are holding a bow, it constantly swings in
front of your face up and down up and down as you run, to the point that it feels like your character has a wiper-blade on their
face. I found it funny but I know if I played the game much longer it would have eventually driven me insane.
The NPC walk\/run animations are also pretty terrible, long of random shuffling and twitching. Another element that snakes,
Ouroboros-like, back around to compound the ineffective shooting mechanics, as even if the arrow goes in the right direction
and the hit registers, the enemy can just nimbly dodge the attack using the acrobatic technique of "having a stroke"
So yeah I like the idea of this game (which is why I bought it obviously) but I just can't with this. I was hoping from the store
page that it would be somewhat comparable to Betrayer, which has problems of it's own but still, did the same time period and
weaponry presented in a similar way but far more competently. I hope the dev will continue to work on this despite it not being
in early access when it really should be, and if they do eventually this *could* be worth playing, but for now it's really not
something you should be charged money to experience.. This game was so bad, I found more fun playing with my toes like an
infant.. I think is nice game, just help me miss my childhood game is terrist. I recommend it.. This is a fake game. Save up some
money to buy Super Bomberman R.
https://store.steampowered.com/app/702700/Super_Bomberman_R/. With its highly varied gameplay, mesmerizing atmosphere,
gorgeous soundtrack and overall polish, Age of Wonders: Shadow Magic is a hypnotizing game so absorbing that it made the
world around me dissolve away. The largest maps, which have three different levels of land, can provide dozens of hours of
gameplay. The new races added to Age of Wonders already fantastic fantasy world and a host of customizable campaign and
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level editors means that fans of turn-based strategy will never have to play the same missions twice. A random map generator
will give you some decent replay value as it works great. It's almost like acquiring a new expansion pack every time you use it..
I'd seen physical copies of Khet in local board game shops, and somehow the 'laser' aspect had managed to put me off. I liked
the Egyptian theme, and am a huge fan of more abstract puzzle-style games such as chess, Go, and Hive. I bought Khet on a
whim when I saw that it had support for Linux, and have had a huge amount of fun playing it.

The game is very easy to pick up, and you quickly get drawn into plotting out future moves and paths. I very quickly beat the AI
on the lowest two levels, but have yet to take on the higher skill levels.

The client itself, from the same developer as the also-excellent Hive, is very well done. I'd add a slight wish for keyboard
controls that don't rely on the number pad, to support us laptop users, but that's a very minor complaint.

All in all, a well-written version of a very fun game, at a low price. Highly recommended.. 9/10
It has a better engine then Heroes V.
Story is good even standalone.
Gameplay is better then any heroes game.
Music is great.
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